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New EFI Fiery DFE Expands its Reach to Power Inkjet 
Printer Manufacturers with its Impressive Capabilities 

 
EFI Fiery Impress digital front end offers a flexible, complete, scalable solution 

accessible to inkjet press manufacturers and inline manufacturers of all sizes and across 
multiple industries 

 

FREMONT, Calif., June 1, 2022 – With the launch of Impress™, a brand-new, 
turnkey EFI™ Fiery® digital front end (DFE) from Electronics For Imaging, Inc., 
digital printing equipment manufacturers can expand the capabilities of their 
inkjet presses while significantly reducing development cycle time. This 
affordable, ready-to-go DFE offers a flexible, complete and scalable workflow 
solution for a wide range of hardware platforms. Now, many more equipment 
manufacturers can readily achieve the outstanding imaging quality, automation 
and productivity that make Fiery the world’s leading DFE choice for digital print. 
 
The world’s #1 DFE, available to more manufacturers 
Available now, the new solution gives specialty inkjet equipment vendors with low 
unit volumes the advantage of incorporating top-tier EFI Fiery DFE production 
and workflow innovations at a reduced development cost. It is the ideal approach 
to help press manufacturers meet customer needs, get to market quickly, and 
offer the ability to scale over time.   
 
“This isn’t some RIP trying to be an industrial digital front end,” said EFI Fiery VP 
of Sales and Marketing John Henze. “This is the market-leading industrial Fiery 
DFE taking inkjet printing to the next level and making market adoption easier.  
 
“In an increasingly competitive inkjet printing field, digital press manufacturers 
across several industries, as well as inline manufacturing companies, are looking 
for a way to get to market faster by leveraging reliable, proven, and effective 
Fiery DFE technology,” he added. “Fiery Impress gives them the best option to 
incorporate an efficient, effective, and easily customizable workflow.” 
 
Superior image quality and productivity in a scalable platform 
EFI Fiery DFEs are widely used on inkjet presses for commercial printing, 
packaging, textiles, display graphics, building materials and more. This new 
solution makes Fiery technology – the premier DFE in digital print – available in a 
turnkey offering that can get an even broader range of inkjet press manufacturers 
up and running almost immediately, with full implementation in weeks, not 
months. 
 

http://www.efi.com/


The Fiery Impress DFE is also available to manufacturers beyond the digital 
press market. Industrial businesses in need of a sure-fire method to implement 
print bars in their manufacturing lines can easily incorporate this innovative 
technology and workflow solution. A streaming configuration option for Fiery 
Impress gives them powerful RIP-while-printing capabilities for continuous, high-
volume, variable-data imaging. And, by significantly streamlining the 
development work needed to implement VDP personalization, industrial 
manufacturers can easily add more value to their products. 
 
This new solution minimizes the need for a team of DFE software developers. 
For digital press manufacturers, Fiery Impress can be the key component that 
frees them to focus on their core competency – excellence in printing equipment 
or manufacturing. EFI collaborates with press manufacturers to determine the 
exact DFE specifications required, considering press speed and file sizes, image 
resolution, maximum media size, variable-data or automation needs, and more. 
Once a manufacturer selects the right configuration of Fiery Impress hardware 
and workflow solutions for its press, this robust DFE solution can deliver print-
ready TIFF files on day one of integration, with additional development as 
needed. 
 
A complete workflow solution 
Fiery Impress comes standard with Fiery Command WorkStation® – the #1 
operator interface for digital print job management. It also features seamless 
integration with the comprehensive set of software products in the Fiery Workflow 
Suite for efficient production printing workflow, including prepress, color 
management, job management, VDP, MIS integration and cloud analytics.  
 
As a result, digital press manufacturers can help their customers produce more – 
with greater efficiency and quality and less waste – using streamlined and 
automated workflows that reduce manual touchpoints. With Fiery Impress, those 
customers can achieve consistent, predictable results that match a designer’s 
intent with industry-standard native Adobe PDF Print Engine 5.5 processing and 
PDF 2.0 support – a key competitive advantage not available in competing RIP 
solutions.  
 
EFI also offers extended services and training through Fiery Professional 
Services, which are designed to accelerate the path to profitability through 
customization and technology knowledge transfer. Press manufacturers and end 
users benefit from a shorter learning curve every step of the way – from learning 
how to use Fiery Command WorkStation and software packages, to creating 
press-specific color profiles, to custom API setup and MIS integration. 
 
Why Fiery? 
Fiery solutions continue to lead the analog-to-digital transition, as they have done 
for over 30 years, offering breakthrough technologies to assist customers through 
their digital journey. With more than 2 million servers installed around the globe, 

http://www.efi.com/cws?utm_source=press_release&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=fiery_impress


print professionals trust and rely on Fiery DFEs every day for the fastest 
performance, best color, and the most complete digital printing workflow.  
 
Fiery DFEs are the most scalable and integrated solutions in the market, 
unlocking the potential of digital inkjet presses to deliver the highest return on 
investment for end users. For more information about EFI Fiery Impress and 
other digital printing products and services from EFI, visit www.efi.com. The EFI 
Fiery Impress brochure is available for download here [link]. 
 

About EFI 
EFI™ is a global technology company, leading the worldwide transformation from 
analog to digital imaging. We understand our customers want breakthrough 
technologies to lead them through their digital journey. That’s why we’re 
passionate about driving their business growth with a scalable portfolio of 
products, solutions, services, support, and world-class partnerships for the 
manufacturing of signage, packaging, textiles, ceramic tiles, building materials, 
commercial print, and personalized documents with a wide range of printers, 
inks, digital front ends, and workflow software. They work together to increase 
profits, cut costs, improve productivity, and optimize efficiency – job after job, 
year after year. We’re committed to our customers’ success. And we definitely 
believe we have the right people, technology and experience to help them 
achieve their business goals. (www.efi.com) 
 

Follow EFI online: 

Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/EFIPrint 
Find us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/EFIPrint 
View us on YouTube: www.youtube.com/EFIDigitalPrintTech 
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NOTE TO EDITORS:  The EFI logo, Fiery and Command WorkStation are registered trademarks of 
Electronics For Imaging, Inc. in the U.S. and/or certain other countries. EFI is a trademark of Electronics For 
Imaging, Inc. in the U.S. and/or certain other countries.  
 
All other terms and product names may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners, 
and are hereby acknowledged. 
 
Nothing herein should be construed as a warranty in addition to the express warranty statements provided 
with EFI products and services.  
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